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Abstract 
The following sequence of inequalities is well-known in domination theory: ir < y d i < PO < 
r < IR. In this chain, ir and IR are the irredundance and upper irredundance numbers, respec- 
tively, y and r are the domination and upper domination numbers, and i and /?o are the inde- 
pendent domination and vertex independence numbers. In this paper we investigate the above 
chain of inequalities for cubic graphs, i.e., regular graphs of degree 3. We attempt to extend the 
above chain for cubic graphs by including the parameters y-, r-, yS and K, where y- and r- 
are the minus domination and upper minus domination numbers, respectively, and yS and G are 
the signed domination and upper signed domination numbers, respectively. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let u be a vertex in V. The open neighborhood 
of z’ is defined as the set of vertices adjacent to u, i.e., N(v) = {u) WEE}. The 
closed neighborhood of v is N[u] = N(v) U {u}. For a set S of vertices, we define 
the open neighborbood N(S) = UN( ) u over all u in S, and the closed neighborhood 
N[S] =N(S)US. A set S of vertices is a dominating set if N[S] = V. The domination 
number of a graph G, denoted y(G), is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set in 
G, and the upper domination number T(G) is the maximum cardinality of a minimal 
dominating set in G. 
For n E X C V, if N[x] - N[X - {x}] = 0, then x is said to be redundant in X. A set 
X containing no redundant vertex is called irredundant. The irredundance number of 
G, denoted by ir(G), is the minimum cardinality taken over all maximal irredundant 
sets of vertices of G. The upper irredundance number of G, denoted by IR(G), is the 
maximum cardinality of an irredundant set of G. 
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A set I of vertices is independent in G if no two vertices in I are adjacent. The 
independent domination number of G, denoted by i(G), is the minimum cardinality of 
a maximal independent set of G, while the maximum cardinality of an independent set 
of vertices of G is the independence number of G and is denoted by /30(G). 
For any real valued function g : V + R and S C V, let g(S) = C g(u) over all u E S. 
Letg:V+{O,l}beafu t’ nc ion which assigns to each vertex of a graph an element of 
the set (0, l}. We say g is a dominating function if for every UE V, g(N[v]) 2 1. We 
say g is a minimal dominating function if there does not exist a dominating function h: 
v --f {O,l>Y hfg, f or which h(v) < g(v) for every v E V. This is equivalent to saying 
that a dominating function g is minimal if for every vertex u such that g(u) > 0, there 
exists a vertex u E N[u] for which g(N[u]) = 1. 
A minus dominating function has been defined similarly in [5]. A function g : 
v --) {-l,O, 1) IS a minus dominating function if g(N[v]) 2 1 for all v E V. A minus 
dominating function is minimal if and only if for every vertex v E V with g(v) 2 0, 
there exists a vertex u E N[u] with g(N[u]) = 1. The minus domination number for a 
graph G is y-(G)=min{g( V) =I g is a minus dominating function on G} and T-(G)= 
max {g(V) 1 g is a minimal minus dominating function on G}. 
A signed dominating function is defined in [6] as a function f : V --+ {-1,l) 
such that for every v E V, g(N[v]) > 1. The signed domination number for a graph 
G is ys(G)=min {g(V) I g is a signed dominating function on G}. Likewise the upper 
signed domination number for G is defined as T,(G)=max {g(V) 1 g is a minimal signed 
dominating function on G}. 
The following sequence of inequalities is well-known in domination theory: ir < y < 
i 6 /lo < r 6 IR. In this paper we investigate the above chain of inequalities for con- 
nected cubic graphs, i.e., regular graphs of degree 3. We attempt to extend the chain 
for cubic graphs by including the parameters y-, r-, ys and r,. Results on domination 
in cubic graphs have been presented by Barefoot et al. [l], Cockayne and Mynhardt 
[4], Mynhardt [lo] and Zelinka [ll]. 
2. Domination in cubic graphs 
The six max-min parameters defined in the introductory section, two each for the 
domination, independence and irredundance, are all related by the following chain of 
inequalities. 
Theorem 1 (Cockayne, et al. [3]). For any graph G, 
ir(G) d y(G) d i(G) 6 PO(G) < r(G) d ING). 
This sequence has been the focus of a large number of papers since it appeared in 
1978. A question that naturally arises is: Do there exist graphs for which the inequalities 
in Theorem 1 are sharp? This question was answered by Cockayne et al. [2] who 
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Fig. 2. A cubic graph (7; with ir(G;) < 13k and ;j(G;) = 15k 
exhibited a graph which has unequal values of all six parameters. In this section, we 
will examine the above question for cubic graphs. First we exhibit an infinite class 
of connected cubic graph with :’ - ir arbitrarily large. Let G be the graph shown in 
Fig. 1, and let GI, Gz, . , Gjk be 3k disjoint copies of G where U, is the name of the 
vertex of Gi of degree 2. Now let CL be the cubic graph obtained from the disjoint 
union of G,, Gz,. . . , Gsk and the 3k-cycle ~1, u2 , . . , L’jk by adding the edge uic; for 
i = 1,2,. ,3k. The graph GL is shown in Fig. 2. 
Proposition 2. For thr cubic graph GL oj’ Fig. 2, ir(Gb) d 13k and y(GL) = 15k. 
Proof. Consider the vertices that belong to one of the 4-cycles of GL. In order to 
dominate these four vertices, any dominating set of GL must contain at least two 
vertices from the two triangles that contain the vertices of the 4-cycle. Since GL has 
6k 4-cycles, any dominating set of GL therefore contains at least 12k vertices that 
belong to triangles. Furthermore, since no vertex in any triangle of CL dominates 
U, (1 d i < 6k), any dominating set of Gb contains at least 3k vertices that belong 
to no triangle. It follows that y(Gi) 3 15k. However, the set consisting of the 12k 
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Fig. 3. The graph Hk. 
vertices that belong to a triangle but to no 4-cycle, together with the 3k vertices 
in the set {ut,~,..., ZQ}, form a dominating set of cardinality 15k, so y(G[) d 15k. 
Consequently, y(GL)=lSk. The 12k darkened vertices of GL indicated in Fig. 2, together 
with the k vertices in the set {vz, us,. . . , vjk-.1 }, form a maximal irredundant set, so 
ir(Gk) d 13k. 0 
The study of the difference between i and y for cubic graphs was initiated by Barefoot 
et al. [l] who constructed an infinite class of cubic graphs of connectivity 2 in which 
i - y becomes unbounded, and they conjectured that a similar class of cubic graphs 
of connectivity 1 existed. This conjecture was settled when such a class of cubic 
graphs was constructed by Mynhardt in [lo]. Furthermore, Cockayne and Mynhardt [4] 
constructed an infinite class of cubic graphs of connectivity 3 in which the difference 
i - ?/ can be made arbitrary large. 
That there exists an infinite class of cubic graphs in which the difference /?o - i can 
be made arbitrary large, may be seen as follows. Let F be the graph obtained from 
a complete graph K4 on four vertices by subdividing one edge once, and then joining 
the resulting vertex of degree 2 to a new vertex v. Let Fo, F1, . . . ,Fk_l be k disjoint 
copies of F where vi is the vertex of Fi corresponding to the vertex named v in F. Let 
Hk be the cubic graph obtained from the disjoint union of Fo, F,, . . . , Fk_1 by adding 
the edge u,Ui+l (where addition is taken modulo k) for i = 0, 1, , . . , k - 1. The graph 
Hk is shown in Fig. 3. 
Proposition 3. For every integer k 2 3, i(Hk) = 2k and Po(Hk) = 15W2J. 
Proof. Any maximal independent set of Hk contains at least two vertices of Fi for 
each i (0 < i < k - l), so i(Hk) 3 2k. However, the darkened vertices indicated in 
Fig. 3 form a maximal independent set of Hk of cardinality 2k, so i(Hk) < 2k. Hence 
i(Hk) = 2k. Furthermore any maximal independent set of Hk contains at most three 
vertices of F, for each i. Moreover, any maximal independent set of Hk that contains 
three vertices of Fi for some i, must contain the vertex vi, and therefore contains only 
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Fig. 4. A cubic graph of order n with /lo = 2n/5 and r = n/2 
two vertices from each of Fi-1 and Fi+i (where addition is taken modulo k). It follows 
that for k even, pO(Hk) = 5k/2, while for k odd, ps(Hk) = (5k - 1)/2. 0 
Next we exhibit an infinite family of cubic graphs in which the difference r - /$, 
can be made arbitrary large. Consider the (disjoint) union of two 4-cycles. Take two 
new vertices, join them with an edge, and join one of them to two adjacent vertices on 
one of the 4-cycles, and join the other new vertex to two adjacent vertices on the other 
4-cycle. Let H be the resulting graph. Now let HL be the graph of order n obtained 
from the (disjoint) union of k( > 2) copies of H by inserting 2k new edges as shown 
in Fig. 4. 
Proposition 4. For every integer k 3 2, &(Hj!) = 4k and I’(Hi) b 5k. 
Proof. It is evident that any maximal independent set of HL contains at most four 
vertices in each of the k copies of H that appear in Hi, so po(HL) < 4k. It is 
easy, however, to construct a maximal independent set of HL of cardinality 4k, so 
jo(Hi) = 4k. The darkened vertices of Hi indicated in Fig. 4 form a minimal 
dominating set of HL of cardinality 
Section 4 (see Proposition 10) we 
I-(H;) = 5k.) 0 
5k, so T(HL) > 5k. (In fact, using a result in 
may establish that T(Hi) < 5k. Consequently, 
We now consider the parameters r and IR. Cockayne et al. [2] proved that for 
bipartite graphs, fis = r = IR. Jacabson and Peters [9] showed that for chordal graphs, 
flo = r = IR. We close this section with the following. 
Conjecture 5. If G is a cubic graph, then T(G) = IR(G). 
3. Minus domination in cubic graphs 
In this section we attempt to extend the string of inequalities of Theorem 1 for cubic 
graphs by including the parameters y- and r-. Dunbar et al. [5] showed that for every 
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Fig. 5. A cubic graph G with y-(G) C 14 and y(G) = 15. 
graph G, y-(G) 6 y(G) and pa(G) d T-(G). Hence we have the following string of 
inequalities. 
Proposition 6. For any graph G, y-(G) < y(G) < i(G) d PO(G) d r-(G). 
Hedetniemi [7] posed the following question: Does there exist a cubic graph for 
which y- < y? We answer this question in the affirmative by constructing such a 
graph as follows. Let J be the graph obtained from two (disjoint) copies of F (where 
F is the graph used to construct the graph shown in Fig. 3) by identifying the two 
vertices of degree 1. Let J,, J, and J3 be three (disjoint) copies of J, and let ui be 
the vertex of J, of degree 2. Further, let F,, F2 and F3 be three (disjoint) copies of F, 
and let Vi be the name of the end-vertex of Fi. Now let G be the cubic graph of order 
52 obtained from the (disjoint) union of F1, F2, F3, J,, J2 and Jx by adding a new 
vertex v together with the edges Uini for i = 1,2,3. The graph G is shown in Fig. 5. 
Proposition 7. Fur the cubic graph G of’ Fig. 5, y-(G) d 14 and y(G) = 15. 
Proof. The darkened vertices of G indicated in Fig. 5 form a dominating set of G of 
cardinality 15, so y(G) d 15. However, it is evident that any dominating set of G must 
contain at least three vertices of J, and at least two vertices of F, for each i( 1 < i < 3), 
so y(G) > 15. Thus y(G) = 15. Now let f: V(G) + {-l,O, l} assign the value -1 
to v, the value 1 to all darkened vertices shown in Fig. 5 and the value 0 to all other 
vertices. Then f is a minus dominating function on G, so y-(G) G _I”( V(G))= 14. 0 
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That there exists an infinite class of cubic graphs in which the difference r- - /& 
can be made arbitrary large, may be seen by considering the graph Hl shown in 
Fig. 4 for which flo(H,‘) = 4k and T-(HL) > 5k. (The function that assigns the value 
1 to the darkened vertices of HL and the value 0 to all other vertices is a minimal 
minus dominating function on HL of value 5k.) 
In general, for a cubic graph we show that y- and ir are not comparable. 
Proposition 8. For the cluss qf all cubic graphs G, no generul inequality holds be- 
twern ; -(G) und ir(G). 
Proof. We show first that y-(G) < ir(G) is possible. For the cubic graph G of Fig. 5, 
we show that ir(G) = 15. Any maximal irredundant set of G must contain at least two 
vertices from each copy of F in G, and at least one vertex from each subgraph of G that 
can be obtained from a complete graph K4 by subdividing one edge once. It follows that 
any maximal irredundant set of G must contain at least three vertices of Ji and at least 
two vertices of F, for each i(1 < i < 3), so ir(G) 2 15. However, ir(G) 6 y(G) = 
15. Consequently, ir(G) = 15. By Proposition 5, we know that y-(G) < 14. Hence 
y-(G) < ir(G) is possible. 
We show next that ir(G) < y-(G) is possible. Let Gt and G2 be two disjoint copies 
of the graph G shown in Fig. 1. For each vertex u in G, let r, be the name of 
the corresponding vertex in Gi (i = 1,2). Let G’ be the cubic graph obtained from the 
disjoint union of Gi and GZ by adding the edge uiu2. For the cubic graph G’, we show 
that ir(G’) < 8 and y-(G) 2 9. The set Uf=,{gi,hi, k;,C,} is a maximal irredundant set 
of G’, so ir(G’) 6 8. We show that y-(G) 3 9. Let f be a minimum minus dominating 
function of G’. The sum of the function values of the three vertices from each triangle 
must be nonnegative. 
If the sum of the function values of the three vertices from each triangle is positive, 
then let T be the set of vertices of G’ that belong to the six triangles that do not 
contain el and fl. By assumption, ,f(T) >, 6. The sets T, N[zQ], N[el], and N[f’i] 
form a partition of V(G’), implying that g- (G’) = f( I’(G’)) 3 6 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 9. 
On the other hand, suppose the sum of the function values of the three vertices 
from some triangle, say the triangle induced by al, bl, and ei, is zero. Then J’(a, ) + 
f(bl)+f(q)=O. We show then that f(V(G,)) 3 5. Since each of ai, bl, and ei have 
positive closed neighborhood sums under f, we must have f(q) =f(dl)= f(g,)= 1. 
Since no two adjacent vertices of G’ are both assigned the value - 1 under f, at least 
one of f (yl) and f (zl) is nonnegative. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that J’(zi) 2 0. It follows that f(V(Gl))=3+ f(N[xl])+ f(N[hl])+ f(z,) 3 5. Now 
if the sum of the function values of the three vertices from some triangle of G2 is 
zero, then f ( V(G2)) 2 5 and f ( V(G’)) 3 10. However, if the sum of the function 
values of the three vertices from each triangle of GI is positive, then let S be the set 
of vertices of G2 that belong to a triangle. By assumption, f(S) >, 4. Hence y-(G’) = 
f(V(G’))= f(V(Gl))+ f(S)+f(N[uz])- f(ui) 3 5+4+ 1 - 1 =9. It follows that 
v-(G) 3 9, so ir(G) < y-(G) is possible. 0 
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Fig. 6. A cubic graph L with T-(L) > 5 and T(L) = 4 
Proposition 9. For the cubic graph G of Fig. 6, T(L) = 4 and T-(G) B 5. 
Proof. The minimal minus dominating function of L indicated in Fig. 6 is of weight 
5, so T-(L) 2 5. However, PO(L) = T(L) = 4. Cl 
In general, we believe that for a cubic graph r and r- are not comparable. However 
we have yet to settle the question whether there exist a cubic graph G satisfying 
T-(G) < T(G). 
4. Signed domination in cubic graphs 
In this section we compare the parameters ys and & in cubic graphs with the domi- 
nation parameters given in Theorem 1. We begin with the following result in [6] which 
gives a lower bound on y,(G) for k-regular graphs G. 
Proposition 10 (Dunbar et al. [6]). For every k-regular graph G of order 
12, y,(G) 2 nl(k + 1). 
For k even, the bound in Proposition 10 is sharp. This is easily seen by considering 
a complete graph on k + 1 vertices and assigning the value - 1 to k/2 vertices and the 
value 1 to the remaining ik + 1 vertices to produce a signed dominating function of 
weight n/(k+ 1 )= 1. We describe next an infinite family of k-regular graphs G of order 
n for which y,(G)=n/(k+l) with k even. Let k 3 2 be an even integer, and let I 3 1 be 
an integer. Let G,,k be the bipartite graph with partite sets W = (~0, wi, . . . , wl(k+l)_~} 
and u = {~~,~l,...,~l(k+l)--l) where wi is adjacent to the vertices ui+i, Ui+2,. . . , Ui+k, 
addition being taken modulo I(k + 1). Then G ,,k is a k-regular graph of order n = 
2Z(k+l). Let f:V(Gl,k)-) {-1,l) bedefinedas follows: For i=O,l,...,Z(k+l)-1, 
let f (Wi) = f(Ui) = -1 if 0 < i(modk + 1) < ik - 1, and let f(wi) = f (Ui) = 1 if 
ik < i(mod k + 1) 9 k. Note, then, that every vertex v with f(v) = -1 is adjacent 2 
to ik - 1 other vertices of value - 1 and to ik + 1 vertices of value 1, while every 
vertex v with f(v) = 1 is adjacent to ik other vertices of value 1 and to $k vertices 
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of value -1. In both cases, f(N[u]) = 1. Thus f is a signed dominating function on 
Gj,k of weight 21 = n/(k + 1). 
For k odd, the bound on ys given in Proposition 10 can be improved. 
Proposition 11. For every k-regular graph G of order n with k odd, y,(G) 22n/(k+l). 
Proof. If k = 1, then G Z in& and y,(G) = n = 2n/(k f 1). Hence in what follows 
we let k = 21 + 1 with 1 > 1. Let g be any signed dominating function for which 
g( V( G)) = y,(G). Further, let M and P be the set of those vertices in G which are 
assigned by g the values - 1 and 1, respectively. If M = 8, then rs( G) = II > 2n/(k + 1). 
So assume A4 # 0. Let N be the number of edges in G with one end in P and the other 
end in M. For each v EM, we have g(N[u]) b 1, so there must be at least I +2 edges 
from u to vertices in P. Thus N 2 (1+ 2)]M]. For each v E P, we have g(N[v]) > 1, 
so there are at most 1 edges from u to vertices in M. Thus N < 1 IPI. Combining these, 
we know (I + 2)IMI ,< ZIPI. So 
( 1 qJ IMI 6 IPI=n-IMI 
and thus 
Hence 
JPJ=n-JMJ3n- (&)n= (is)“. 
So we know that 
y,(G) = IPI - IMI 2 
That the bound in Proposition 11 is sharp, may be seen by considering a complete 
graph on k + 1 vertices with k odd and assigning to (k - 1)/2 vertices the value - 1, 
and to the remaining (k + 3)/2 vertices the value 1 to produce a signed dominating 
function of weight 2n/(k + 1) = 2. We describe next an infinite family of k-regular 
graphs G of order n for which y,(G) = 2n/(k + 1) with k odd. Let k > 3 be an odd 
integer, and let 1 > 1 be an integer. Consider the graph Gj,k described earlier. Let 
g:V(Gr,k) -+ {-1,l) be defined as follows: For i=O,l,...,Z(k+ l)- 1, let 
f(wi)=f(ui)=-1 if O<i(modk+l)<k-$, 
and let 
f(wi)=f(Ui)=l if y d i(modk+ 1) d k. 
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Then it is evident that g is a signed dominating function on Gl,k of weight 
41= 212/(k + 1). 
In order to compare ys with the parameter IR, we present an upper bound on IR. 
Proposition 12. For every k-regulur graph G = (V, E) of order n, IR(G) < n/2. 
Proof. Let D be an irredundant set of G of maximum cardinality. Further, let A be 
the set of isolated vertices of (D)c, and let B = D - A. Then each vertex of B has 
a private neighbor in V - D, i.e., for each b E B, there is a vertex in V - D that is 
adjacent to b but to no other vertex of D. Let PN(b) be the set of all such private 
neighbors of b, and let B’= Ub,_B PN(b). Necessarily, IBI < IB’I. Now consider the set 
A’ = N(A). It is evident that A’ c V - D and A’ n B’ = 0. Furthermore, the number of 
edges joining A and A’ is k/Al. But this number is at most klA’( since each vertex of 
A’ is adjacent to no more than k vertices of A. Thus k/Al < k(A’I, so (A[ < IA/l. Hence 
IDI = IAl + IBI d IA’/ + IB’( 6 IV - Dl = n - IDI, so IR(G) = IDJ < n/2. 0 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 1 and Propositions 11 and 12 now follows. 
Corollary 13. rf G is a cubic graph, then i(G) < R(G) ,< n/2 < y,(G). 
Next we establish an infinite family of cubic graphs G for which IR(G) = y,(G). 
For m > 4 an even integer, take three disjoint copies of an m-cycle VI, ~2,. . . , II,, u1 
and form a new graph G, by adding m new vertices ui, ~2,. . . , u, and joining u; to 
the three vertices that correspond to the vertex vi. Let f : V(G,,,) -+ { - 1, 1 } be defined 
as follows: Let f(v) = - 1 if v = ui for i = 1,2,. . , m and let f(v) = 1 otherwise. 
Then f is signed dominating function of G, of weight in, where n = I V(G,)I = 4m. 
Thus ys(G,) < in. It follows from Proposition 11 that y,(G,) 3 in. Consequently, 
y,(G,) = in. Furthermore, the set D consisting of the 3m/2 vertices corresponding 
to Vl,V3,..., v,-1, together with the irn vertices ~2,114,. , u, is an independent set 
of cardinality n/2, so in < po(Gm) < IR(G,). But we know by Proposition 12 that 
IR(G,) < in. It follows that IR(G,) = in = y,(G,). 
We show next that for a cubic graph G, i(G) < y,(G). 
Proposition 14. For every k-regular connected graph G = (V,E) of order n, 
i(G) = n/2 Ody if G ” &k. 
Proof. Suppose that G satisfies i(G) = n/2. Let Z be a maximal independent set of 
vertices in G of minimum cardinality. Then each vertex of I is joined to k vertices 
of V - I, so the total number of edges joining Z and V - I is nk/2. It follows that 
each of the n/2 vertices of V -I is adjacent to k vertices of I. Hence G is a bipartite 
graph (so n > 2k) with partite sets I and V - 1. Let x be an arbitrary vertex of V -I, 
and let N(x) = Y. Now let X be the set of all vertices whose open neighborhood is 
the set Y; that is, X = {v E V I N(v) = Y}. Then (I - Y) UX is a maximal independent 
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